, an indicator of terminal CF 3 to CF 2 Br conversion. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to confirm the presence of organic bromine at the surface; Br ( 3 P 3/2 ) and Br ( 3 P 1/2 ) peaks were present at binding energies of 182 and 190 eV, respectively. XPS analysis also revealed increased surface modification at higher collision energies in these reactive ion bombardment experiments, as exemplified by the increased hydrocarbon/fluorocarbon peak ratio in the C(1s) region and incorporation of oxygen in the surface seen in the observation of an O(1s) peak.
Specific chemical modification of surfaces has become of growing technological interest for improving the properties of materials. The chemical and physical properties of surfaces can be modified via a large assortment of methods with numerous industrial applications. Simple wet chemical and electrochemical deposition methods are used as a means of modification, as are several gas-phase treatments introduced more recently. In the semiconductor industry, UV irradiation and high-energy ion beam deposition are key elements in the fabrication of integrated circuits and other microelectronic devices. 1, 2 Biomedical implants are coated using chemical vapor deposition and modified using ion grafting procedures to create bioinert or bioactive materials, 3, 4 as needed. Ion beam processing techniques are increasingly of interest for optimizing such properties as hardness and resistance in ceramics 5 and metals. 6 Properties of polymeric materials such as wettability, adhesion, and electrical and mechanical performance can be tailored using plasma, X-ray, gamma-ray, UV, ion beam, or electron beam irradiation. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The applications of many polymeric materials depend on their surface reactivity. Therefore, the possibility of introducing new chemical functionalities at a polymer surface without affecting the bulk properties of the material has proven to be of significant interest. The fundamental types of radiation mentioned above produce modifications in a number of ways. Bonds at the surface may be broken such that molecular fragments are lost, unsaturated groups may be formed or destroyed, and cross-linking may occur as a result of new bonds being formed between different molecules. In addition, reagents delivered to the surface by plasmas, 12 filtered ion beams, or simple molecular exposure can be grafted or adsorbed onto these surfaces.
Ion beam techniques, especially the use of low-energy polyatomic ions, offer several potential advantages for polymer modification. First, numerous reactant ions are readily available, each offering unique reactivity for specific chemical modification. Second, ion beam techniques are valuable in that mass filters can be used to deliver chemically and isotopically pure reactants to a surface. 13, 14 Third, spatial control is available by masking or rastering. Finally, these experiments can be finely controlled since the kinetic energy of the ions, which determines their ability to dissociate, to react, and the extent to which they penetrate the surface can be selected. Most of these mentioned applications have used high-energy beams (b1 keV) in which, generally, chemical modification is the result of physical destruction of a surface. Low-energy ion beams (1-100 eV) offer an alternative route to material modification in that the ion beam itself serves as the chemical reagent allowing modifications to be carefully controlled. [15] [16] [17] [18] Several different phenomena may occur when ions collide with a surface at low energy (1-100 eV), and the ions scattered from the surface can be studied in an attempt to understand these phenomena. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Ion/surface inelastic collisions are well-studied processes whereby the projectile ion picks up internal energy leading to its fragmentation, a process termed surface-induced dissociation. 24 Another event, chemical sputtering, involves the ejection of ionic groups derived from the surface through charge exchange. 25 The last major process which gives rise to scattered ions is that in which ion/surface reactions occur. These reactions occur between the projectile ion, or its fragments, and specific chemical functional groups on the surface. At collision energies of a few tens of electron volts, bond cleavage and bond formation are thermodynamically accessible. Many of the ion/surface reactions are exothermic, but the collision energy can be used to drive endothermic reactions. Reaction dynamics, however, are dependent on the transfer efficiency of kinetic energy to internal energy, 26, 27 which varies from system to system, and insights into the behaviour of particular systems are obtained by studies performed as a function of collision energy. 20, 28 Chemical reactions are also dependent on the time scale of interaction at the surface. 29 Interest in ion/surface reactions has grown not only because of the new reaction types introduced, but because these processes appear to offer viable methods for preparing chemically modified surfaces with high selectivity. 15, 16, 30 Unlike high-energy ion beam irradiation, modifications performed through low-energy ion beam irradiation are directly dependent on the chemical nature and reactivity of the projectile, and this dependence allows for selective modification. To understand these processes, mechanisms have been investigated for various ion/surface reactions. Aromatic and heteroaromatic ions have been shown to abstract hydrogen atoms and alkyl groups from hydrocarbon surfaces. [31] [32] [33] [34] In at least some systems the surface functional groups undergo charge exchange with incoming projectile ions, and the fragment ions of these surface-bound radical cations react with the neutralized projectile. 35 Kang and coworkers presented a mechanism for Cs ions picking up Si and H 2 O from a Si(111) surface in which neutrals are desorbed from the surface via the collision, then subsequently react with the incoming projectile. 36, 37 Reactive processes at the surfaces of fluorinated self-assembled monolayers 19, 38 have been of interest to this group as well as others. Fluorinated self-assembled monolayer surfaces are noteworthy since they are effective at converting translational energy of the projectiles to internal energy (conversion factor $ 20%); neutralization of ionic projectiles at the surface is comparatively small due to the high ionization energy of the molecules in the monolayer, and hydrocarbon contamination on the surface is slight under typical vacuum conditions ( 10 À8 Torr). Various projectiles have been shown to abstract fluorine from the F-SAM surface, including C , Si , W , I
, and Xe , 21, 39 and several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the transfer of functional groups from this surface to the ion and vice versa, 26 including fluorine transfer by oxidative addition 21 or formation of the fluoronium ion intermediate. 40 In this communication, the scattering of a mass and energy selected ion beam at low energy from a fluorinated self-assembled monolayer surface is examined with respect to the covalent modification of the outermost portion of the adsorbate monolayer. In an earlier publication, 15 chemical sputtering experiments and static secondary ion mass spectrometry were used to provide evidence for the occurence of transhalogenation at the F-SAM surface. In the present study, the polyatomic ion CH 2 Br 2 Á (m/z 172) is used as the reactant projectile, and specific covalent attachment of bromine to the surface is sought. Evidence for the modification comes from in situ chemical sputtering and, for the first time in this type of study, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is used to verify a chemical modification produced by a low-energy polyatomic ion beam. XPS has been used effectively to characterize polymer surfaces 41 as well as self-assembled monolayers. 42 The presence of covalently bound bromine at the surface is demonstrated.
EXPERIMENTAL
Self-assembled fluorinated alkane thiol monolayers bound to a gold film through a sulfur linkage, CF 3 (CF 2 ) 7 (CH 2 ) 2 -SAu, were used as the surfaces in these experiments. Substrates were prepared by thermal evaporation of chromium and gold onto silicon wafers. The molecular assemblies were constructed by immersing the substrates into dilute (1 mM) ethanol solutions of the fluorinated alkyl thiol. After a few days of exposure, ordered monolayer coverage is achieved. Detailed information concerning the preparation and properties of the surfaces has been provided elsewhere. 43, 44 The surfaces were rinsed with ethanol and dried before being introduced into the high-vacuum scattering chamber.
The ion/surface reactions were performed in a custombuilt, hybrid mass spectrometer with geometry BEEQ (B = magnetic sector, E = electric sector, Q = quadrupole mass analyzer), a detailed description of which has been provided. 45 Briefly, dibromomethane was introduced into the ion source (10 À5 Torr nominal sample pressure) and ionized by electron impact (70 eV). The resulting ions were accelerated to 2 keV translational energy, and mass and energy selected, respectively, by the magnetic and electrostatic analyzers of a double focusing mass spectrometer. The ion CH 2 Br 2 Á (m/z 172) was selected in the 79 Br 2 isotopic form. This projectile was decelerated to a low translational energy, in the range 20-90 eV, and then allowed to collide with the substrate-covered gold surface which was positioned normal to the ion beam. The surface was housed in a UHV chamber maintained at a nominal pressure of 2 Â 10 À9 Torr. The primary ion current density was approximately 0.5 nA/cm 2 with a spot size of about 3 mm 2 . Reaction time for the sample was chosen as three hours, which corresponds to static conditions. The treated surface was characterized before and after CH 2 Br 2 Á bombardment by chemical sputtering, carried out using 70 eV Xe Á (m/z 132) as the projectile ion. The sample was rotated so that the primary ion beam was incident at the usual angle of 55°for the chemical sputtering experiment. Scattered ions were collected over a broad range of angels centered at the 90°scattering angle and then analyzed using an electrostatic analyzer, as a kinetic energy to charge filter, and a quadrupole mass analyzer.
After modifications, samples were transferred under argon to a surface analysis chamber where the base pressure was maintained below 10 À9 Torr. X-ray photoelectron spectra were taken using 70 W electron power with a Mg Ka source and an electron spectrometer (Physical Electronics, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) operated with a pass energy of 100 eV in the constant analyzer energy mode. The photoemission angle was kept constant for all experiments. The Au(4f 7/2 ) peak was used as internal reference at a binding energy of 85.0 eV. Peak areas were determined for C(1s), S(2p), Br(3p), and O(1s). Data acquisition times were approximately 15 min for all XPS scans.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The F-SAM surface was treated with the projectile ion CH 2 Br 2 Á at energies covering the range 20-90 eV. The goal of this reactive ion scattering experiment was to perform halogen exchange and generate a covalently bound -CF 2 Br at the surface. Before and after the low-energy ion treatment process, the scattered ion spectra were measured. Figure 1 illustrates the results for the following collision energies, 30, 60, and 90 eV. The observed scattered ions are formed by a number of different processes. If only a small amount of internal energy is imparted to the ion upon collision, it can in fact scatter from the surface while remaining intact, as evidenced here by the presence of the projectile ion, CH 2 Br 2 Á (m/z 172), in the scattered ion spectrum. However, if sufficient translational energy is transferred into internal energy through an inelastic collision, the resulting internally excited projectile ion dissociates to an extent which depends on the energy uptake. Notice that even with a collision energy as low as 30 eV in this system, little of the projectile ion remains intact: surface-induced dissociation yields such product ions as may also originate via surface-induced dissociation; it is discussed in more detail elsewhere. 46 Another route to release of ions from the surface is chemical sputtering, 25 an event in which the projectile ion undergoes charge exchange with the surface, and in which enough energy is transferred to release the surface-bound species, or their fragments, as gas phase ions. Examples from (m/z 119). The fourth and final type of product ions are those generated as the result of ion/surface reactions. Ion/surface reactions can occur by any one of several different proposed mechanisms. In general these reactions include any events in which scattered ions are composed of both the projectile ion, or its fragments, and atoms or groups derived from the surface. In the CH 2 Br 2 Á /F-SAM experiments, there is evidence that reactive scattering coincides with the incorporation of bromine into the top portion of the adsorbate monolayer as a consequence of abstraction of atoms from the surface upon collision with a projectile. There is evidence for this in the literature for related systems 15, 16, 30 and additional evidence is provided below. In this experiment, fluorine is abstracted from the surface as evidenced by the ion/surface reaction products, CH 2 F (m/z 33), CHBrF (m/z 111), and CBrF 2 (m/z 129), which have significant abundance in the 90 eV spectrum (Fig. 1(c) ). Figure 2 is an energy-resolved mass spectrometry (ERMS) plot covering the collision energies 20-90 eV. This plot summarizes the collision-energy dependences for the different classes of scattered ions. The relative abundance of elastically scattered ions decreases with collision energy as more internal energy is imparted to the projectile ion yielding greater fragmentation. This behavior has been observed in many other systems. In general, surface-induced dissociation products increase with collision energy; however, as can be seen, at these energies, chemical sputtering and ion/surface reaction processes compete increasingly well in this comparative plot. In this system, ion/surface reactions are most prominent in an energy window of 60-90 eV. Figure 3 illustrates the Xe Á chemical sputtering mass spectrum of the F-SAM surface recorded before and after treatment with CH 2 Br 2 Á at 60 eV collision energy. The chemical sputtering data of the bombarded sample includes the new ion CF 2 Br (m/z 129) along with the ions typical of the unmodified surface. This result suggests that the reactive ion beam bombardment of the surface terminal CF 3 group has caused the chemical transformation to CF 2 Br. A similar conclusion was drawn from an earlier study 15 in which secondary ion mass spectrometry was used to examine a surface treated with SiCl 2 Á and likewise CF 2 Cl was observed. Chemical sputtering is sensitive to the outermost monolayer of the sample, and bromine modification beyond the terminal layer is indeterminable. Note that Wysocki and co-workers 47 recently showed that reactivity of low-energy ion beams colliding with a surface is restricted primarily to the terminal functional groups at the surface.
A mechanism previously proposed to account for the transhalogenation reaction suggests that upon collision an intermediate fluoronium ion forms at the surface, and in a concerted fashion the leaving group of the projectile is substituted onto the terminal carbon in exchange for a fluorine.
14 Although there is limited evidence to verify that this mechanism is correct for this ion/surface reaction, it does agree with evidence that shows that the energy at which modification occurs coincides with that for fluorine abstraction. For example, surface modification was unsuccessfully attempted at 30 eV collision energy, an energy at which the projectile does not show pick-up of fluorine from the surface. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was chosen to provide more direct evidence that bromine was covalently bound to the modified surface. Fluorinated SAM samples which had been bombarded by CH 2 Br 2 Á at collision energies of 30, 60, and 90 eV were analyzed. For comparison, the spectrum of an untreated fluorinated SAM was also measured, and Fig. 4 illustrates the Br( 3 P) binding energy regions of these XPS scans. The untreated F-SAM spectra gave no evidence of bromine in the surface region, and neither did the X-ray photoelectron spectra associated with CH 2 Br 2 Á delivery at 30 or 90 eV collision energies. At 60 eV collision energy, bromine has been incorporated into the surface, and two peaks representing Br( 3 P) are observed in the X-ray photoelectron spectrum: the larger peak, Br( 3 P 3/2 ), occurs at a binding energy of 182 eV, and the smaller peak, Br( 3 P 1/2 ), at a binding energy of 190 eV. As expected these peaks are present in an approximately 2:1 intensity ratio, and they correspond in their chemical shift to an alkyl bromide. 48 Figure 5 shows how the C(1s) region of the X-ray photoelectron spectrum varies with the collision energy used for CH 2 Br 2 Á deposition. Previous studies of fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon surfaces yield C(1s) binding energies 49, 50 as follows: R-CF 3 (293-294 eV), R 2 -CF 2 (291-292 eV), R 3 -CF (290 eV), and R 2 -CH 2 (285-286 eV). The peaks in Fig. 5 may certainly correspond to carbons in several different environments, including R-CF 2 Br; however, two main peaks dominate the spectra. The smaller peak, at a binding energy of $286-287 eV, represents hydrocarbon, while the larger peak, at a binding energy of $291-292 eV, signifies a fluorocarbon. In Fig.  5(a) , the peak area ratio of the unmodified F-SAM, C(1s,291)/C(1s,286), is roughly 3:1, consistent with the structure of the monolayer, CF 3 (CF 2 ) 7 (CH 2 ) 2 -S-Au. After treatment with 30 eV CH 2 Br 2 Á ions, little modification is observed or expected, since the reactive scattering data ( Fig.  1(a) ) illustrates almost exclusively elastic scattering and surface-induced dissociation. The X-ray photoelectron spectra at 60 and 90 eV collision energies show a distinctive change compared to the standard F-SAM spectrum. At 60 eV collision energy, the ratio between the peaks has changed to approximately 2:1, and at 90 eV collision energy, the peak ratio is approximately 1:1. Hence, at the same energy for which the XPS and chemical sputtering data suggest surface bromination, incorporation of hydrocarbon into the monolayer has also occurred. The hydrocarbon incorporation within the monolayer might arise from adventitious hydrocarbon present within the main chamber. The occurrence of surface C-C cleavage and annealing by hydrocarbons has been observed previously. 51 In the course of ion/surface interactions, atoms and groups are being removed from the surface as bonds are being broken. As the energy increases, the likelihood that a single collision event in which the projectile reacts with the surface and transfers a group in response to abstraction, as proposed with transhalogenation, becomes more unlikely. Instead, more bonds are broken at the increased energy, and radical sites form at the surface, which are able to recombine with other projectiles. These form unsaturated groups within the monolayer, or react with neighboring chains or material adsorbed at the surface. The last process gives rise to the signals observed at 90 eV.
Water and oxygen are examples of other species which may also be present as contaminants in the vacuum chamber and, at 90 eV collision energy, oxygen can be shown also to be incorporated into the monolayer. Again a variety of species are present as illustrated by a broad peak spanning binding energies from 531-536 eV, oxygen bonded to carbon has characteristic binding energies, 531-533 eV. 52, 53 This evidence of increased reactivity within the monolayer at 90 eV may explain why selective modification at increased energies is more difficult. Though modifications are occuring to varying degrees within the surface, the monolayer itself is still intact, as evidenced by the S(2p) peaks which occur at a binding energy of 163.5 eV before and after modification. This binding energy corresponds with previous studies of S(2p) for thiols and disulfides on gold.
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CONCLUSIONS
Covalent chemical modification of a fluorinated selfassembled monolayer surface has been achieved through bombardment of the surface with low-energy ions as revealed first through in situ chemical sputtering, and now by XPS analysis. The XPS data not only verifies the presence of organic bromine within the surface monolayer, but for higher energy collisions, hydrocarbon and oxygen incorporation into the monolayer is demonstrated. The ability to selectively modify a surface is dependent on the energy of the projectile as well as the reactivity of the system. The success of surface modification by transhalogenation in this system along with others encourages further investigation of this method involving different reactants and surfaces. Quantitation of the degree of modification as a function of the experimental parameters is an objective which remains to be accomplished.
